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Summary

DNA is the carrier of genetic information of all known organisms. As tumours arise through 
mutations in the DNA, it is essential to maintain genome stability as much as possible. 
However, DNA is inherently instable in H2O due to spontaneous deamination and in addition 
DNA can be damaged by both endogenous and exogenous sources of DNA damaging 
agents and radiation. To limit mutations, the DNA damage response (DDR) network is key 
in maintaining genome integrity. The DDR can be divided into DNA damage tolerance (DDT) 
and DNA damage repair, both of which play an essential role in safeguarding the genome.

PRIMPOL in mutagenesis and DNA damage tolerance
In chapter three, we use somatic hypermutation (SHM) and invasive breast cancer mutational 
analyses to investigate the role of primase/translesion synthesis polymerase PRIMPOL in 
APOBEC/AID family member induced mutagenesis. We revealed an anti-mutagenic role for 
PRIMPOL. By repriming behind DNA lesions, replication impediments like abasic sites are 
transiently tolerated to stabilize the replication fork and subsequently promote error-free 
homology driven repair. Furthermore, our data indicate a specific role of PRIMPOL on the 
leading, but not the lagging strand. This strand-bias is in line with the continuous priming by 
POLα primase complex.

The role of polymerase β during somatic hypermutation
In chapter four, we investigated the role of a key base excision repair unit, polymerase β 
(POLβ) during somatic hypermutation of immunoglobulin genes. We reveal for the first time 
that POLβ is actively downregulated at the posttranscriptional level in germinal centre B 
cells. Degradation appears stimulated by the hypoxic environment of germinal centres. Base 
excision repair is very efficient in restoring highly mutagenic deoxy-uracils from DNA. To 
initiate the mutagenesis during SHM of Ig genes, these deoxy-uracils are actively generated 
by AID on single stranded DNA during SHM. Apparently, in GC B cells the global shutdown 
of POLβ prohibits faithful BER to channel AID instigated DNA lesions towards error-prone 
processing. This leads to more efficient SHM, and especially increased mutagenesis at A 
and T, likely involving the non-canonical mismatch repair pathway. Thus, a global shutdown 
of POLβ appears key for effective SHM and the generation of the typical base exchange 
spectrum of SHM.

PCNA K164 and REV1 in the regulation of DNA damage tolerance
In chapter five we investigated the role of PCNA K164 and REV1 dependent DNA damage 
tolerance. We show PCNA K164 and REV1 act non-epistatic in survival assays, indicating 
that PCNA K164 and REV1 regulate their own pathways during DNA damage tolerance. 
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Furthermore, we revealed that PCNA K164 is the major regulator of PCNA with a less 
pronounced role for REV1.

DNA damage tolerance in cancer therapy
In chapter six, we addressed whether DDT defects in a tumour translates into more effective 
treatment by taking advantage of associated vulnerabilities towards alkylating agents. As 
a proof of principal, we engineered isogenic tumour sets of T-cell lymphoma and breast 
cancer with either WT PCNA (DDT tolerant) or PCNA K164R (DDT intolerant) mutation. 
Our data indicate, that mice bearing a DDT intolerant tumor have improved overall survival 
as compared to mice bearing the isogenic DDT tolerant control when treated with cisplatin. 
Screening cancer patients for tumour-specific DDT defects appears highly valuable in 
predicting responsiveness. These results further highlight the relevance of characterizing 
the DDR system of tumours to identify tumour-specific vulnerabilities and translate these 
findings into optimized therapy, where the therapeutic strategy is designed such, that the 
DDT/DDR defective tumour cells are affected most. 

DNA damage tolerance and hematopoietic stem cell maintenance
In chapter seven and eight, we interrogate the role of DDT in hematopoietic stem cells 
(HSC) and ageing. We reveal that a PcnaKR in mice leads HSC defect, very reminiscent 
of Fanconi Anemia mouse models. These PcnaKR mice show a decreased amount of HSC 
containing LSK subset. Furthermore, these mice showed signs of premature aging, such as 
increased DNA damage in the LSKs and increased progressive decrease of the lymphoid-
biased multipotent progenitor 4 (MPP4).
Further investigation of into the role of DDT in HSCs as shown in chapter nine. Here we 
show that DDT is essential for HSC and life, through crossing of DDT regulators PcnaKR and 
Rev1 defective mice. PcnaKR;Rev1-/- double mutant E18.5 embryos could be analysed and 
revealed a dramatic erythroid crises, due to HSC failure.

Erythroid committed progenitor subset
In chapter eight, we identified a novel erythroid committed progenitor (ECP) subset. The 
ECP subset is part of the LSKs and increases in percentage in PcnaKR;Rev1-/- double 
mutant embryos, likely due to the erythroid crisis in these mice. Furthermore, we show that 
ECP population increases Klf1 mRNA and depends on KLF1 transcriptional activity for the 
formation of the ECP subset.
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